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Why we need a model compression

Advanced language models, such as Bert, are powerful! However,
they are

Memory intensive

Computationally expensive

We need a model compression while maintaining the performance.
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Knowledge distillation technique

Knowledge distillation (KD) is an important technique for model
compression.
KD may improve the generalization capabilities of the model. For
example, I think this is the beginning of a
beautiful ?. (day and life) VS (story, future
world...)

The KD loss: LKD =
∑

c∈C p
t(y = c|x,θt) · log ps(y = c|x,θs)

The CE loss: LCE =
∑

c∈C I(y = c) · log ps(y = c|x,θs)

The only difference is what is the "True" label.
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Related Works

DistillBert, in Arxiv, Feb, 2019.
Distill from Bert-base (12 layer) to DistillBert (6 layer).

Distill Bert to BiLSTM, in Arxiv, Mar, 2019.
Distill from Bert-large (24 layer) to BiLSTM (3 layer).

Bert-PKD, published in EMNLP2019.
Distill from Bert-large (24 layer) to Bert-PKD (3 or 6 layer).

TinyBert, submitted in ICLR2020 (reject with scores
3-6-8).

Distill from Bert-large (24 layer) to TinyBert (4 layer).
Reduce both the depth and the width.

Distill at both pre-training and fine-tuning stages.
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DistillBert
Introduction

Fine tune Bert-base (12-layer) on each task of GLEU (teacher
model).
Set a small Bert (6-layer) as student model, and initialize the
student from teacher by taking one layer out of two 1.
Use the following loss to train the student model, where Lkd is
the KD loss on label space, Lmlm is the mask language loss
(used in training Bert), and Lcos is used to align the directions of
the student and teacher top-layer features.

L = α1 ∗ Lkd + α2 ∗ Lmlm + α3 ∗ Lcos

Model architecture:
Bert-base: 12-layer 768-hidden, 12-heads, 110M parameters
DistillBert: 6-layer 768-hidden, 12-heads, 65 parameters

1
teacher -> student: 1 -> 1, 4 -> 2, 6 -> 3, · · · , 12 -> 6
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DistillBert
Experiments

L = α1 ∗ Lkd + α2 ∗ Lcos + α3 ∗ Lmlm

KD helps generalization: I think this is the beginning of a beautiful ?. (day and life) VS
(story, future world...)
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Distill to BiLSTM
Model architecture

Observing that the model size of DistillBert is still large, they
want to a smaller student model.

They use a BiLSTM as the encoder.
For sentence-pair tasks, they share BiLSTM encoder weights in
a siamese architecture to calculate the joint feature of two
sentences as

f(hs1,hs2) = [hs1,hs2,hs1 � hs2, |hs1 − hs2|]
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Distill to BiLSTM
Loss function

For the classification tasks, assuming h is the feature

ŷi = softmax(z) =
exp(wT

i h)∑
j exp(w

T
j h)

,

where wi denotes i-th row of weight W, z = Wh (logits)
The knowledge distillation loss2 is

Lkd = ||z(t) − z(s)||22.

They find it performs slightly better than standard KD loss.
The final loss is

L = αLce + (1− α)Lkd

= −α
∑
i

ti log ŷi − (1− α)||z(t) − z(s)||22

ti is provided by true-label or teacher’s prediction.
2This can be seen a MSE loss on logits space, rather than standard KD

loss in label space by KL divergence
LKD =

∑
c∈C pt(y = c|x,θt) · log ps(y = c|x,θs)
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Distill to BiLSTM
Data augmentation

Masking: randomly replace a word with [MASK], Intuitively, this
rule helps to clarify the contribution of each word to-ward the
label:

I [MASK] the comedy. I love the comedy.
POS-guided word replacement: replace a word with another of
the POS tag. This rule perturbs the semantics of each example:

What do pigs eat? How do pigs eat?
n-gram sampling: randomly sample an n-gram from the
example n = {1, · · · , 5}. This rule is conceptually equivalent to
dropping out all other words, more aggressive form of masking.
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Distill to BiLSTM
Experiments
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Patient KD for Bert
Motivation

DistillBert is only realize compression in half, and
KD-BiLSTM harms the performances.
The previous KD methods only use the output (logits or
top-layer features) from the last layer of the teacher
network for distillation.
they think that student should learn from multiple
intermediate layers of the teacher model for incremental
knowledge extraction.
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Patient KD for Bert
Basic structure and high-level idea

Patient KD: minimizing the internal-layer [cls] feature
distance3 (Note that not all token features).
PKD-Skip: Ipt = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}; PKD-Last: Ipt = {7, 8, 9, 10, 11}
(the last layer is considered in standard KD loss)

3
teacher->student: Ipt(j)->j
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Patient KD for Bert
Loss function

For an input xi, for student such as 6-layer Bert (k = 6), we can
get the [cls] features at each layer hs

i,j . Also, we can get the
[cls] features of corresponding layers from teacher ht

i,Ipt(j).
They use L2 loss as PT loss to minimize their distance.
They also consider the standard KD and CE loss in label space.
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Patient KD for Bert
Experiments

Compared with FT and KD, PKD performs better except on
MRPC.
On 5 tasks with relative large dataset, Bert-PKD6 achieves
comparable performances with teacher.
PKD-Skip performs slightly better than PKD-Last.
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Patient KD for Bert
Experiments

they share the embedding layer. The difference is the number of transformer layer.

The feature dimensions of Bert24 and Bert12 are different. [base] and [large] means the small bert follows
Bert23 and Bert24, respectively.

1 and 2: the teacher changes, but there is not much difference between the students’ performance

1 and 3: although the student and teacher have more complex architecture, the performance drops4.

2 and 3: with the same large teacher, the base student is also better than the large one.

3 and 4: with same teacher and student, 4 is better than 3.

Conclusion: besides distillation methods, the model choice of S and T with good initialization are important.

4
1: 2->1 (12:6), 3: 4->1 (24:6)
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TinyBert
Motivation

The previous distilled Bert do not consider the width
compression.
They want to consider distillation from pre-training, rather than
only fine-tuning.
Consider more comprehensive distillation.
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TinyBert
Overall structure

Roughly speaking, Bert consists embedding, transformer and
prediction layers.
They perform knowledge distillation in 1) embedding layer; 2)
Transformer layer (hidden layer); 3) prediction layer; 4) attention
weight.
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TinyBert
Loss function
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TinyBert
Training framework

TinyBert first performs general learning on pre-training stage
with the proposed knowledge distillation. (based on traditional
bert pre-training tasks).
And then performs knowledge distillation on task-specific
learning with data augmentation.5

5the previous methods only have this stage.
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TinyBert
Experiments

TinyBert compresses Bert from depth and width.
Even with fewer parameters, TinyBert outperforms the previous
student Berts.
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TinyBert
Experiments

All the three TinyBert variants can consistently outperform the
original smallest TinyBert.
TinyBert even outperforms the 6-layer student Berts.
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TinyBert
Experiments

Different ablation studies also show the effectiveness of each
parts in their proposed methods.
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Conclusion

We review the developments of Bert compression by
knowledge distillation. Models become much smaller (from
depth and width) while the performances drop smaller.
From high-level view, these methods think about 1)
standard knowledge distillation loss on label space 6; 2)
feature L2 loss7.
They motivates me: 1) is not particularly appropriate for
text generation (bigger label space) and 2) is not enough
for feature transfer. And no one consider knowledge
transfer or distillation in text generation.

6∑
c∈C pt(y = c|x,θt) · log ps(y = c|x,θs)

7||hs − ht||22
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